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The unilateral development of scientific rationality brings spiritual crisis to the 
modern people. Being perceived deeply to the subsistence perplexities and spiritual 
crisis of people in modern society. Jung pays close attention to human being’s inner 
world. The standpoint of Jung’s archetypal studies is that the mystery of human 
being’s spirit cannot be analyzed simply by science, whose origin can be tracked to 
remote flood antiquity. Jung regards that archetype is an inherent and typical 
apperceptive modal of human. Archetype, in the art,  is shown and inherited by 
activating original images in symbolic means. He thinks that the nature of literature 
lies in expressing collective unconscious. According to Jung’s opinion, the modern 
arts and ancient myths can express the original imago, it could comfort people’s spirit, 
rescue people’s soul and help people return to their homeland and virginity. 
In this article, the author tries to use the basic spirit of Jung’s archetypal theories 
to analyze the works of Kenzaburo ōe, a famous Japanese writer, and considers that 
his works full of a series of original images. The author mainly seeked and analyzed 
three archetypes, shadow, regeneration and father, and their relative influences. The 
shadow archetype expresses his expose and realization of the ugly nature of human in 
real society.The regeneration archetype shows his exploring the resurrection of human 
nature and calling the self-value.The father archetype, including his exclaimation of 
the unexpected fate of human beings, expresses human being’s great endurance and 
immolation when facing the great calamities, and presents the strong footprints of 
human being’s going through the hoops and seeking the light. In addition, the author 
thinks though Jung and Kenzaburo ōe lives in different ages and countries and have 
different research areas, they still have the same research purpose, that is to say, they 
are both engaged in following with the health of modern people’s soul. They hope to 
help to free modern people from the spiritual perplexity and helplessness, and return 
to the innermost soul to seek the lost living significance. 















often causes individual spirit to be deformed, so it is of great significance to study the 
humanistic philosophical thoughts of Jung and Kenzaburo ōe, which pay close 
attention to the health of the human being’s soul. It makes people reconsider the 
society and the era they are living in and pay attention to the health of their own 
innermost world again. Because only those modern people who has healthy 
harmonious innermost world can create a healthy and harmonious modern society. 
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